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KEYS

2-11-14 
HH) load, accept only My load;  recognize;  shackles off;  guide My people in removing them;  
you have the keys to unlock;  use them;  break all powers of the enemy;  all;  freely give of 
selves;  (Red)

8-28-14 
HP)   obedient Ones;   stay obedient;   stray not;   thanksgiving, praise, silence;   keys

10-31-14 
HH)   mindsets must go;   unlock the mindsets;   you understand;   you do it;   ( I knew I was to 
get a physical key and use it to unlock the mindsets of the Bride and the Man Child.)  I will lead;   
be prepared;   carry a key with you;   fret not, wonder not;   I will tell you when;   My timing;   be 
prepared;   it will be a holy act;   penitence not needed;   true freedom;   understanding for 
growth; 

11-28-14 
HH)     glean, glean;   glean My truth;   be aware of truth;   shy not away;   seek the freedom of 
My truth;   assurance;   allow it to unlock, break the locks of Satan's shackles;   vortex, vortex, 
vortex;   seek Me; 

3-19-15
HP)   Remember, instant obedience;  (Red)   (DRT)   imperative;   imperative;  take not 
lightly;   instant is key;   recognize Me instantly;   know what is of Me instantly;   rid 
selves of hesitation;   get it out

10-04-15
HP)    My judgments in place;   they must be;   no escaping;   no grey;   either yea or 
nay;   make it known;   panic not;   tell them obedience to Me is key

12-01-15
L)   Key;   I am the key to all things;   I hold all answers;   help them to understand;   
understand to come to Me and not men;

1-14-16
HP)   you honor Me with obedience;   Obedience, major key;   keys unlock, open;   think 
on this;   true, absolute Obedience must be;    grasp the depths and the facets there;    
using a key to grasp a key;   wisdom

2-09-16
HH)    sit;   silent;   gather up healing;   apply like a poultice;    obedience is key;  

2-10-16
L)   conditions met;   even conditions unknown to you;   Obedience is key;   Bride must 
remember; purposeful obedience;
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5-18-16
HH)   My warrior;   know all your equipment;   yes, I have equipped you with much;   all 
is for you to use against Our enemy;   know it, use it;    use every key I've given; gather 
the keys;   carry and use;   Praise Be to My Name;


